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Building on Principle
In a historic Virginia neighborhood, two architects and a contractor collaborate
on a house designed with environmental and social concerns in mind.

By Craig DuBose

Photos © 2001 Prakash Patel
except as indicated

W

ith a freshly inscribed Furman diploma

telephone conversation just weeks before graduation

tucked under my robed arm, I made my

I had arranged a job for the sum mer, and perhaps

way through clusters of exultant

beyond, with one of the best residential contractors in

classmates, crossed the lobby, passed

G reenville.

back through the main entrance, spotted my waiting

Although this new direction felt exciting, I knew

family, and joined them on the steps of McAlister

that I had neither the skills nor the knowledge required

Auditorium. The brilliant sunshine of that late May

for my new job. I was equipped, nevertheless, with

afternoon in 1978 seemed to be a sign of bright

a respectable hamme r - a curious source of reas

possibilities.

s u rance and encouragement d u ring this jarring tran

As we stood together, posing for the obligatory

sition.

post-graduation photographs, my parents uncere

Little could I have imagined that almost 24 years

moniously presented me a flat, rectangular box. Its small

later I would have established a successful career

size belied its impressive heft. I lifted the top to reveal,

as a carpenter, woodworker and building contractor.

wrapped in plain white tissue, a professional model

And little could I have imagined that two things I had

carpenter's framing hamme r - a 1 6-ounce, state-of

considered largely divergent - philosophy and carpentry

the-art "Blueg rass" whose beautifully milled clawhead

- would converge in an un usual, ambitious and exciting

was precisely balanced by a blue fiberglass handle with

construction project.

a rubbery, cushioned grip.

I

To me, this was the perfect graduation gift. It was
definitely u nconventional, but so, I thought, was my
choice of profession. The hammer seemed emblematic
of that choice, and more importantly signified my parents'
endorsement.
After culminating four years at Furman with a degree
in philosophy, I had decided that I n ext wanted to learn
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to build a house - to be a carpenter. In one b rief

n 1 99 1 I moved to Charlottesville, Va. , intending to
establish a small renovation business like the one

I had begun five years earlier in Greenville. Work came

•

steadily in the vibrant and prog ressive atmosphere of
Charlottesville, and each job brought new contacts and
more challenges.
Late in 1997 my friends Ch ris Hays and Allison
Ewing, husband and wife architects, brought up the

possibility of my building a house that they were
designing for their family, which included two children.

T

h e Hays/Ewing property is situated in the historic
Woolen Mills neighborhood just to the east of

Opposite: The south (rear)
side of the Hays-Ewing

They had come to Charlottesville in 1 994 with the

downtown Charlottesville. The area takes its name

house. Above, from

architectural firm of William McDonough

from a cloth mill established i n 1 847 on the Rivanna

left: The main entrance,

+

Partners.

Chris and I had become acquainted through his brother

River. A th riving village with homes, shops, a school

Tommy, a friend from Furman who, ironically, had once

and a chapel supported the mill, which during its heyday

mused that Ch ris might some day design a house that

was the largest industry in Albemarle County. After

I would build.

over 1 00 years in ope ration , it closed in 1 964.

Chris and Allison had purchased a piece of property

Today the mill complex has been converted into

that offered challenging possibilities, and they were

a storage warehouse and luxu ry apartments, and the

anxious to develop their plans and begin construction .

"Woolen Mills" retains its unique character as an

A s o u r discussions continued m y enth usiasm g rew, as

autonomous com m unity within the city. The river

did their confidence in my ability and commitment. The

bordering its eastern edge provides an undeveloped

scope of the project, however, was beyond any I had

natural area and limits traffic in the neighborhood.

undertaken to that point and required that I upgrade my

Historic buildings are interspersed with modest post

contractor's license by passing the state exam for the

war homes, multi-family u n its and subsidized housing,

highest residential classification, which I did with a near

and the original Woolen Mills Chapel still has an active

pe rfect score.

congregation. Although it is only a short distance from

Building a house from the ground up represented
a major shift from the renovation work I was accustomed
to doing. And building a house designed by friends
who were also skilled arch itects offered a rare oppor
tunity.
Moreover, the design was based not only on

with breezeway bridge;
looking from the living
room toward the kitchen,
with wall book/display case
(plans call for adding
a "traveling" library ladder
for access); entrance
to the children's bed
rooms; the view toward
the south between the
east and west wings.

downtown Charlottesville , the Woolen Mills maintains
a delightfully rural, small-town character.
With their house set at the northern edge of the
prope rty, C h ris and Allison's design takes advantage
of excellent views of some nearby buildings, including
the white framed chapel with its prominent steeple and,

aesthetic considerations but also on environmental

d u ring the leafless fall and winter, the iconic home of

and social concerns that impacted almost every aspect

Thomas Jefferson at Monticello. Despite minor

of the design. It was to be an ambitious undertaking.

limitations (for one, it lies at the edge of a floodplai n),

Building a house requires all sorts of materials that
arrive at the building site on a big truck from the local
building supply company. We, as the consumers, know
very little about where the wood, for example, comes
from, what was done to the distant forests where the
trees were cut, and what effect harvesting the wood
had on people living near the forests or the animals
living i n them - or those that live thousands of miles
away.
This web of connections is at the heart of a design
movement known as "sustainable architecture," which
promotes the idea that the discipline of architecture can
make significant contributions to improving quality of
life. The stewardship and equitable distribution of our
planet's resou rces are important aspects of sustainability.
The construction of C h ris and Allison's house
required that they hire a builder who shared their vision,

In Walden, Henry David
Thoreau says, "Most men
appear never to have
considered what a house
is, and are actually though
needlessly poor all their
lives because they think
that they must have such
a one as their neighbors
have." Thoreau would
likely have been pleased
with the approach taken
by builder Craig DuBose
(left) and architects Chris
Hays and Allison Ewing.

was willing to collaborate closely with them, and had
the patience and flexibility to work with the ongoing
development of the design details. The more we talked
about the project, the more we realized that we would
indeed have a comfortable and productive working
relationship.
On a pleasant Sunday afternoon in June 1 998, after
months of research, rounds of pricing, plan revisions,
professional exams and legal formalities, we broke
g ro u n d . Equipped with shovels and a bottle of cham
pagne, we gathered with a few friends and neigh bors
to toast the success of our undertaking.
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the property offers exceptional benefits, among them

on a metal roof, and the use of large, beautifully built

p roximity to work, schools, shopping and a city park,

windows and doors.

a q u iet location in an established neighborhood, and

Overarching social and environmental considera

significant natu ral features with appealing views. All

tions, such as reducing u rban sprawl, figured into the

of these were important considerations in designing

site selection, landscape design and construction

the house.
Through their work with McDonough, whose

methods and materials. The plan had to accommodate
the couple's values and lifestyle while reflecting their

revolutionary ideas have distinguished the firm as a

aesthetic sensibilities and providing a comfortable and

leading proponent of sustainable design, C h ris and

inspiring place for them and their children. The goal

Allison have played key roles in developing architectural

was to synthesize these elements into a home of

projects that promote environmental and social consider

architectural integ rity, simple vitality and beauty.

ations as components of design excellence. They

and working in Japan and Italy influenced their desire

T

to build a house that would incorporate both traditional

of 1 6 by 24 feet, which are further divided into the 8 by

and modern ideas. They drew on Eastern concepts

8 foot g rid that is expressed through exposed structu ral

regarding the organization of space and relied on

elements and trim details. The house itself is composed

sought to apply the same concepts to the design of their
home. In addition, their experiences living, studying

he home's floor plan consists of a rectang ular
space 24 feet wide by 64 feet long, oriented on

an east-west axis. This is divided into fou r modules

abundant use of daylight and natu ral ventilation, which

of two independent sections separated by an open

they had experienced in Italy.

breezeway and connected only on the second level

Within these broad parameters they developed a
scheme using a simple grid concept, found in traditional

by an enclosed bridge (which doubles as a sitting
area) that crosses the breezeway, creating the main

Japanese homes, to create a modular plan. By focusing

entrance on the north side of the house. A porch,

on the relationship between the home's interior and the

covered by a louvered trellis, extends the length of

outdoors, their goal was to create a space enlivened by

the south side.

the regenerative powers of nature. They envisioned
rooms flooded with sunlight, the soothing patter of rain

The larger east wing consists of an open plan living
room , dining room and kitchen on the main leve l , with
the children's bedrooms, bath, lau n d ry and mechanical
rooms on the second level. The living room has a
double height ceiling, and a balcony within this space
provides a corridor to the bedrooms as well as a
study/play area and a link to the breezeway bridge
con n ecting with the west wing.
The smaller west wing has a studio/office on the
main level which doubles as a guest bed room (with
bath). The room is accessible only by an outside
entrance, thereby maintaining a degree of independence
from the rest of the house. Above the studio is the
master bedroom and bath, which connects with the
breezeway bridge. I n total, the house consists of
approximately 2,400 square feet of heated living space,
with an additional 600 square feet of outdoor deck area
and 400 square feet of basement storage.
As the general contractor, my challenge was to

Christopher and Emily
enjoy the spacious
backyard, which has
proven to be an inviting

convert C h ris and Allison's creative vision into reality.
It required me to locate alternative materials, devise
ways to accomplish numerous atypical construction
details, em ploy and supervise subcontractors capable

place for wildlife. And

of realizing the intent of the design and of performing

there's always room in

work of a high standard, and keep the project within

the house for their artwork.

a strict budget and on schedule. Because I prefer to
be intimately involved i n every aspect of a project, I
assembled a small crew. Together, we performed all
of the actual construction - pouring concrete, laying
the block foundation and doing all of the carpentry,
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cabinetry and special millwork.

From far left: The contrasting siding
materials include horizontally installed
wood siding in the rear and fiber-cement
panels in the front; the reclaimed heart
pine columns stand out in this view from
the front entrance; the breezeway bridge
features floors made of Plycem and
a birch plywood ceiling.

One particularly vital component of building with

beams reclaimed from abandoned factories in New

an environmental awareness is the selection of materials.

York and remilled by a small company i n nearby

The construction of a typical American home req u i res

Farmville, Va.

tremendous amounts of lumber and wood products,
fo rest resources. Because of increasing demand

V

worldwide, these resources are disappearing rapidly.

crucial, is pressure-treated with a preservative containing

which translates i nto the destruction of irreplaceable

irtually all of the lumber used today for exte rior
applications, where rot and insect resistance are

A recently released U . S . Forest Service study exam in

hazardous materials, such as arsenic and chrom i u m .

ing the status, trends and future of Southern forests

W e were able t o obtain su itable exterior grade lumber

forecasts that over the next four decades u rbanization

treated with a less toxic material known as ACQ for the

i n the South will result in a loss of 31 million acres of

construction of the extensive deck area.

fo rest land (an area equ ivalent to the size of North

As with the structural materials, the exterior and

Carolina), and that the harvesting of timber will far

interior finish materials were chosen to insure m i nimal

exceed the rate of new growth, particularly for hard

environmental impact and minimal use of toxic materials.

woods.
To minimize the house's impact on the environment,
we investigated and employed several alternatives to

The exte rior siding details called for an innovative use
of fiber-cement panels that were not only economical
and readily available, but weather- and insect-resistant.

standard framed construction. The residence features

For the southern and breezeway walls, as well as upper

an i n n ovative combination of construction techniques

portions of the east, west and north walls, the plans

and materials, including exterior walls and a roof structure

called for horizontally installed wood siding. This material

built with "structural insulated panels," commonly referred

had to be weather resistant, preferably from certified

to as S I Ps. They are made of a polystyrene foam core

sources, attractive, obtainable i n quantity, and reasonably

sandwiched between sheets of oriented strand board

priced.

(OSB), a plywood-like material manufactured from waste
wood chips.
S I Ps offer exceptional insulating, air i nfiltration and
noise reduction qualities, thereby creating a thermally

We explored a number of options, including sunken
cypress logs salvaged from rivers i n Florida and
Louisiana, Eastern hemlock harvested with draft horses
in southwestern Virginia, and Monterey cypress from

efficient shell - and greatly reducing the use of lumber
as well as the amount of e nergy needed for heating
and cooling. Because they were precisely manufactured
to the plan specifications, the panels proved easy to
assemble, reducing construction time and therefore
labor cost. Three of us e rected all of the wall panels
by hand i n three days. S I Ps were used for the north,
east and west walls, but on the south facing wall,
because of the extensive window area, we used a
conventional framed wall system .
For t h e south wall a n d t h e interior walls, I obtained
"certified sustainable yield lumber." This lumber comes
from forest products companies that have had their
management practices evaluated by an independent
certifying organization and have met strict guidelines
for the harvesting of timber, the protection and recla
mation of woodland and watershed areas, and the
processing and shipping of materials. I was fortunate
to discover that a supplier in our vicinity had just become
a certified l u mber distributor and could provide what
we needed at a reasonable cost. All of the fram ing
lum ber came from an environmentally managed forest
in Maine.
The interior trim material, yellow birch, was certified,
as was the lumber (Spanish cedar, a variety of ma
hogany) used in the man ufacture of the window and
door u n its furnished by a custom millwork company in

Drawing from their time in Italy, the architects envisioned a house filled with daylight

Maine. Structural components of the house consisted

and natural ventilation. Large windows turn vision into reality by allowing patterns

of exposed antique heart pine columns and heavy timber

of light to dance across the dining area.
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wind-downed trees in California. For economic or
logistical reasons, none of these options proved feasible,

Jeff Reeves, a member of my crew, and I built the
European-style cabinetry throughout the house, using

and we ultimately elected to use cypress from the

birch plywood with a natural finish. Any solid wood

Tidewater region of Virginia. Although not certified, this

used in the millwork was acquired from certified sources.

material did come from within the state, which offered

In the interest of using as many natural materials as

environmental benefits by reducing the transportation

possible, Chris and Allison chose tiles made from stone

requirements for shipping materials from distant lumber

for the kitchen countertops, and an unusual custom

producing areas. Additionally, because of its natural

built sink made from local soapstone was installed in

resistance to rotting, cypress was used for the exposed

a powder room off the living room.

deck surfaces and for the unique system of window
louvers and the porch trellis.
The interior finishes included standard gypsum
drywall for most of the walls and ceilings. However,

Because modern homes are built "tighter'' to
increase energy efficiency, and because modern building
materials frequently contain toxic compounds in paints,
adhesives and carpeting, indoor air quality has become

in some areas we used birch veneered plywood sprayed

a problem and a health risk, especially for people with

with a clear finish and installed with a half-inch space

allergies or respiratory difficulties. New products that

between panels to create a subtle recessed pattern,

address this problem were used exclusively in the

known as a reveal, relating to the grid concept. This

Ewing/Hays residence, including low volatile organic

reveal was used extensively as a trim detail, particularly

compound (VOC) paints and adhesives and water

around windows and doors, eliminating the use of wood

based lacquers, sealers and stains. Carpeting was

trim moldings. For finished floors throughout the house

eliminated, and the high-efficiency heating system

a fiber-cement sheathing material known as Plycem

employs an outside air intake to increase the exchange

was put to an unconventional use; it was installed in

of inside and outside air.

large panels within a grid defined by reclaimed heart
pine trim. With a slightly textured surface the panels

Although the house has conventional electrical,
plumbing and heating systems, it is designed to take

were finished using a concrete stain, then coated with

advantage of its excellent solar orientation. The

a special type of floor wax to produce an appealing

extensive use of glass on the southern exposure and

appearance.

the thermal efficiency of the walls and roof noticeably
reduce demand on the heating system. Large operable
windows are strategically placed to allow for natural
ventilation, and in the summer a unique system of
louvered panels provide shading on the southern side
of the house.
The design and construction of these panels typifies
the collaborative effort involved in building the house.
The design called for 20 large louvered screens to be
mounted over the windows on the upper story, with an
additional eight for the porch trellis. These panels had
to be custom built. After brainstorming about how to
construct them simply and economically without affecting
their functionality and attractiveness, we decided to use
a welded steel frame in which the cypress louvers were
inventively mounted.
One of the greatest challenges in building the house
was working within a strict budget. Because of the
environmental specifications for materials and structural
components, and because these materials are not
typically available from building supply companies,

I did more research than I would normally do in
developing a budget. However, locating suppliers for
the special materials was fairly easy, and in the end the
cost was not appreciably more than for conventional
materials - approximately 5 percent.
From my experience I believe that a conventionally
designed home could be built with sustainable materials
and features for little added expense. The economic
advantage of energy-efficient buildings has long been

From far left: The southeast corner of the master
bedroom looks toward the upper living room windows
in the east wing; the master bath includes a custom
built steel and slate washstand; the trellised porch
extends across the back of the house; Christopher's
bedroom has a built-in play loft. Bottom left: The
living room from the porch at dusk.

recognized, but there are other equally valuable benefits,

its physical location as well as for its unique design and

such as improved indoor air quality or the opportunity

construction. The house serves as a bridge of optimism

to live in a beautiful space filled with sunshine. And the

from outmoded building conventions that ignore the

sense of satisfaction derived from building this type of

health of the environment (and its inhabitants) to more

house is inestimable.

enlightened, respectful and healthful means of shelter.

n accord with the overall intent of the house's design,

learly, carpentry and philosophy can merge,

Chris and Allison also paid close attention to the

and a hammer can become an instrument of

landscape plan. Working with Nelson-Byrd Landscape

philosophy capable of transforming and expressing

Architects, a Charlottesville firm, they developed a plan

revolutionary ideas. After many years of developing

emphasizing the natural features of the property and

and honing my carpentry skills and gaining extensive

their interrelation with the house.

knowledge of construction, the Ewing/Hays home

Gently sloping from north to south, the property
is ideally suited to take advantage of sunlight. Along
the southern edge of the site a small stream has been

provided me an incredible opportunity to connect the
philosophical and practical aspects of building a house.
In his preface to Sustainable Architecture White

transformed into a wetland area with a pond. Rainwater

Papers, Paul Hawken asserts, "Sustainable architecture

runoff from the roof gutters is conveyed to the pond by

is foremost about reimagining the relationship between

means of a rill planted with irises. This simple feature

human beings and living systems. The most powerful

maintains all of the runoff on the property, keeping it

expression of this relationship is our built environment."

out of the public storm drainage system and conse
quently out of the nearby river.
With the house on the northern edge of the property,

If this is true, then the role of the builder, as well
as the designer, takes on a fundamental moral
importance in redefining our connection to the natural

a terraced lawn extends from the wide stair off of the

world, to the community and ultimately to the planet

deck to the pond. Long planting beds border the lawn

that we all share. What began as an exciting professional

and serve as vegetable and ornamental gardens. A

challenge became not only a test of my ability to solve

beautiful, mature maple tree anchors the northeast

specific construction problems but also an opportunity

corner of the yard, and a raised berm along the eastern

to examine the essential nature of what I do, while

edge provides a buffer from the adjacent street.

gaining a deeper understanding of what it means to

To screen the yard, the landscape designers
extended an existing privet hedge at the northern edge
of the property along the entire western edge and a

build a house.
Once in a while I join Chris and Allison and their
children, Emily and Christopher, for dinner in a room

portion of the eastern edge of the property. Most of the

that they conceived and I helped build. As I sit at the

plants are indigenous species. Butterfly bushes and

table, my thoughts momentarily drift away to the sweaty

lush hydrangeas surround the house, and hyacinth

afternoon when we erected these very same walls, or

bean vines create a screen of beautiful foliage to under

of other meals taken from a lunch pail on a stack of

pin the deck. The use of native plants is a subtle

plywood in this very same room. I think of the resinous

environmental strategy aimed at preserving the regional

smell of freshly cut heart pine, the ping of hammer

character of the landscape. In all, the landscape is an

meeting nail, or the sight of the massive roof beams

important reinforcing element to the house, melding the

floating high overhead from the cable of a crane. Then

experience of the indoors with the outdoors.

the aroma of baking chicken and the laughter of children

Two Eastern concepts guided the design of the
residence. The first, MA, refers to the space between

bring me back.
Two cats stalk each other through a forest of furniture

two objects, or edges. The second, HASH/, refers to

legs as the last intense rays of the fading summer sun,

bridging the two edges. With these ideas in mind, Chris

sliced into geometric shadows by the window louvers,

and Allison saw their building site as a transitional area,

reach deep into the living room. Around the pond the

neither strictly urban nor rural, but a place of progression

frogs begin an evening chorale as dusk settles and we

from one to the other.

move from the table to the pleasant air on the porch.

In another sense it is a place of connection,
dramatically symbolized by the use of an actual bridge

Reimagining the built environment and building the
reimagined environment demand that we keep the

to connect the separate sections of the house. In a

importance of these small things clearly in mind. Sitting

feature that recalls the distinctive side entrance of many

in the darkness, I reflect on the part I was fortunate

traditional Charleston houses, a large revolving gate

enough to have played in building this amazing place.

beneath the bridge serves as a threshold to the breeze

I sense the deep satisfaction of having participated in

way, an area that is neither completely within the house

a powerfully creative process, and of bringing worthy

nor completely outside it. The effective use of these

ideas to life.

elements enables the house to become a metaphor for
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